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Rep. Rodriguez and Colleagues Unveil Human Trafficking Awareness Posters 

 

MADISON – Rep. Jessie Rodriguez (R-Oak Creek) joined Assembly colleague Rep. Amy 

Loudenbeck (R-Clinton) and Attorney General Brad Schimel, to unveil the new human 

trafficking awareness posters developed in partnership with the State Department of Justice. The 

posters are part of a statewide campaign stemming from legislation passed by the Assembly this 

past session.  

 

“Rep. Loudenbeck and I have been working on these posters for months and I’m excited we 

were able to unveil them today,” said Rodriguez. “We know that human trafficking has become a 

growing problem across the country and particularly here in Wisconsin. The posters give us 

another tool to bring awareness to this issue and help put an end to human trafficking.” 

 

Human trafficking is a multi-billion dollar criminal operation that has become a growing 

problem for law enforcement with cases reported in all 72 counties in Wisconsin. According to 

the National Human Trafficking Resource Center, experts estimate that traffickers have exploited 

more than 20 million victims across the globe with many of those victims here in North America.  

 

To maximize success of the posters lawmakers agreed to create two versions, one in English and 

another in Spanish. UMOS assisted with the translation from English to Spanish. 

 

“Our population continues to grow more diverse here in Wisconsin. Rep. Loudenbeck and I felt 

it was important to create the poster in both English and Spanish to bring more awareness and 

reach more victims,” said Rodriguez. “This is another step in helping to put an end to this 

horrific industry here in Wisconsin.” 

 

Local and state law enforcement in addition to several community stakeholders joined 

lawmakers for the announcement at the Capitol. 
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